PURE & SIMPLE 2019
Breakout Session Schedule
10:15
Private Worship
Children’s Ministry Worship
Building a Worship Community

Glendon Nicks
Billie Logiudice
Rob & Elise Loomis

11:30
Private Worship
Keeping Christ in the Tech World
Building a Worship Community

Glendon Nicks
Joy Flores
Rob & Elise Loomis

1:30
Small Group Worship
Women in Worship
Raising Up Youth for Worship
Congregational Worship

Ryan Slabach
Christy Michaels
Tim Bentley
Joshua Sherman

Breakout Session Descriptions
Private Worship with Glendon Nicks
It's impossible to fully worship the Lord in public without first engaging intimately with Him in
private. How is your private worship? Do you have a secret place? Join us as we discuss
essential and practical ways to see how we can grow in this area.
Building a Worship Community with Rob & Elise Loomis
We need regular doses of rich community with other like-minded creative people that we can be
real with and share our lives with. This open-format / laid back discussion is where we can talk
about what has or has not worked for you, what others are doing, and hopefully learn unique
ways to help cultivate meaningful community and unity within our creative ministries.
Small Group Worship with Ryan Slabach
Worship in small groups can be challenging, especially without musically gifted members. But
worship offered to God is not confined to a single form. The small group context is ideal for a
variety of worship expressions to which larger gatherings may be ill-suited. We’ll explore these
possibilities here together!
Women in Worship with Christy Michaels & Co.
This session will explore how to identify, raise up and mentor women in worship ministry. Our
interactive panel will also discuss ideas for new works and groups without a worship leader,
along with styles and other key topics. Q&A time included!
Children’s Ministry Worship with Billie Logiudice & Co.
Are you looking to put more of an emphasis on worship in your children's ministry? Do you have
questions about how to make that a reality or are you currently having struggles in this area?
Come join us for a roundtable discussion on practical guidelines and ideas born from years of
trial and error... leave encouraged and excited to share with kids about what worship truly is!
Raising Up Youth for Worship with Tim Bentley & Co.
This breakout session is designed to help youth find their identity in Christ and not their
instrument. Topics will include how to worship in our daily lives and the importance of raising up
the next generation of worship leaders.
Keeping Christ in the Tech World with Joy Flores
It’s not always easy to find ways to reach our communities. In this session, you will learn the
importance of technology and media and the role it plays in helping you reach your community.
From taking the best photos, to how to navigate social media platforms, you will leave feeling
prepared to take on the tech world with your church community.
Congregational Worship with Joshua Sherman
True worship should bring people together! In this session, Joshua discusses the idea of
developing worship sets that incorporate various Christian genres so everyone is able to
connect and participate in the worship service.

